
Preface 

            The text presented below is one manifestation of a project which been worked out through an experimental 

lecture demonstration (Satellites and centres: exploring the composition of movement and text), book arts (the whole 

day slipped toward the window, a concertina book and we are each other, a cylindrical book object), a failed 

performance (Stranger),various movement experiments (such as a convection system) and an ongoing physical 

writing practice under the working title Arena. I see this sprawling project as inherently choreographic, in that the 

content of the texts is -for me-movement; and the constituents of all parts of the project have been space, time, bodies, 

actions…transforming materiality through dynamics, bringing a choreological language into the text to communicate 

physical experience, exploring the staging of the text within the text as a kind of shift of the vantage point or scale…as 

though editing film… and my responsibility within the work is to accurately resource this movement as text, language 

the physicality of a work which will probably only exist in texts, or fragments of something bigger, unfinished and 

nexial. 

            The printed page is not the optimum space for this work, which I mention as a preface (rather than a disclaimer 

for the quality of the text as it stands). The book-works I have created display significantly less hierarchical structures 

in which to situate the text, enabling the reader to activate the content by physically manipulating the objects. In the 

case of the transparent we are each other (2011),the layers of the text are overlaid in different combinations creating a 

kind of deep reading- something happening in the sagittal plane simultaneously, drawing together hypothetical pasts 

seen through the nearer layers. This layering shifts as the reader turns the top transparency of the book round and 

round, and subsequent layers shift with the friction according to the actions of the reader, not unlike manual 

therapists working into different tissues in the body. 

            the whole day slipped toward the window (2011), from which this edit of the texts is taken, is a long, double-

sided concertina book.The concertina structure is of interest to me in particular in that it possesses similarities to the 

robustness of the western codex, and thus an undeniable “book-ness”-but significantly for my project- it is also 

characterised by an incredible flexibility. The double-sided concertina can be read from cover to back and round again, 

like a sort of A side, B side tape. It can also be folded in many changing cohesions, bringing content into multiple 

differing relationships, which do not rely on a linear flow of narrative. For a graphic example from the whole day: a 

gradient line is drawn across panels 8,11 and 21 of the “A side”, and can be made to match up to form an unbroken line 

ascending to high right, but this can only happen by folding the last section of the “A side” round to become the 

beginning of the ascension of this line. In this graphic line it is fairly easy to see the possibility for a new relationship 

than the one proposed by the sequential placing of the content across the pages of the book. It serves as a kind of clue 

as to possibilities also possessed by the text in this structure, indicating the agency of the reader (audience) to alter the 

structure, displace the content, find new relationships and make a different sense of the work. In The Performing 

Book (2010) and The Bridge (2012), two of my choreographic works that manifest in live dance performance, this 

structural interest in the manipulation of content by the audience (reader) is the organising principle for the whole 

work. In the performances the encounter between dancer(s) and audience/reader results in endless different 

variations of the movement content. The structures of the relationships, and the agency of each within that 

relationship, as well as the coinciding inter-play of other agencies…all these become the content of the work. It 

happens in the moment it is happening, live. The difference between this arm of my practice and the book-works is- I 

think- in how I lay down the content ahead of the horizon in which the reader experiences it, but with a great deal of 

consideration for how the reader might experience it, manipulate it, edit it with their physical reading of the work…In 



short, I find myself thinking choreographically in making these works, and as with choreography it feels impossible to 

reproduce outside of the particular and considered physical form in which it is resolved. In both the book works 

mentioned the texts are much fragmented, so that the reader does more of the reconstruction work in combining and 

recombining aspects. It is my desire that this openness of the text encourages multiple readings and thus a denser 

“narrative”, something which is unlikely in the only lightly edited texts presented below. 

e.g. 

operating in a convection current/ like an impact that had been/ this gesture 

and you/ in a different place/grasping/ all this typing/ unnoticed 

an internet search engine window/ closes like a harbour 

we are watching/ the quickness of night/ brimming/ on the hill 

Some of what I have spoken of here cannot be convincingly evidenced in a reproduction of the texts alone, but I hope 

their movement can elucidate something of the project, and my research trajectories between book arts and a 

choreographic/ choreological practice. 

* 

at the bottom of the pool not yet dead 

that being centered in a breath being forced by the weight of water 

 * 

all the worry in the early stage when it is brimming so full that the own fluids of it might slop it out of the container 

all the worry the duration of the take 

like we shouldn’t have told anyone we were coming in case we don’t make it any further 

* 

stretching out your arm as if to pinch with a finger and thumb 

moving that across the sky until the distance closes like a harbour 



 fixing this position as if to mark the place until your arm feels like concrete and you have to let it go 

this gesture remaining imprinted afterwards 

 * 

when it takes it has taken 

the weight is in a different place 

there is a certain hanging feeling when it has taken to the sky 

the feeling for a staying put-ness 

that centre 

* 

turning over inside this suit grasping nothing but a carrying expansion  

* 

the crowds see the fall but the pause and pound of their steps take so long  

that upon reaching the place where there is only a disappearance 

* 

it was small and sudden and total 

the whole day slipped toward the window 

* 

hands clenched unclenching  

a continuing stillness and then even more of that nothing until it becomes something 

beating your body against it to make it stop 



* 

we are watching from the window 

* 

there is a certain hanging feeling when it has taken to the sky 

turning over inside this suit, grasping nothing but a carrying expansion 

* 

I was all mouth and procedure trying to undo the transformation 

typing it into an internet search engine window 

getting help in the forums 

a still circle forming so that from the outside this was not happening 

* 

carrying this around like a full glass of water brimming 

carrying this around keeping it quiet 

trying to hold on to it allow it to be the organising principle 

* 

we are back in the tiers sitting on each others’ shoulders 

poised on the edge of the platform legs dangling over the vista 

* 

we are on the hill taking turns as if operating in a convection current 

floating downward limbs trailing 



* 

each of us was the strongest swimmer once 

on our way somewhere 

*  

the window closing unnoticed 

 the quickness of night arriving over the complex like an impact that had been moving toward them the whole day 

* 

bewildered by this surface you will think of it for a long time 

how it slipped through your fingers 

how yours was the last face 

* 
	  


